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 Activities/Issues Addressed
During two years project, DRD have organized 17 trainings and meetings for 150 women with
disabilities. Here are activities that have organized during one year project left.

Plan and time management skills  (14/09/ 2008):

Some women with disabilities joined in DRD meeting;
they didn’t know how to set up the plan and time
management.

This training was for 25 women with disabilities. With
the participatory method, they have discussed how to
manage their plan and time effectively. After training,
each them did home work to apply this skill into their
real life.

Exchange information with women with disabilities
from Disabled Youth Association  (DYA) on
Vietnamese women Day (20/10/2008):
This was the 1st time, 50 women with disabilities from
DYA and this group had a meeting to exchange
information. They enjoyed talking, singing, even
making new friends.

Enjoy Xmas (21/12/2008)
Not only provide serious t rainings but also think joyful
activities on special occasions like Xmas. T hey learnt
how to do teamwork in playing game and feel very
confident to show their abilities with the guidance of
Santa Claus.
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Happy Valentine (14/02/2009):

It was an interesting topic with many questions for
discussion like “why are there fewer women with
disabilities getting marr ied?” or “It seems easy for men
with disabilities marry to women without disabilities,
why?’ or “should women with disabilities marry to men
with disabilities?”
Participants feel more understanding and closer to
express their barriers. Men with disabilities encouraged
women with disabilities to be confident to love and be
loved.

Cooking Competition on Women Day (08/03/2009):

To organize this fun competition, women with
disabilities had two more meetings for planning. They
planned what food they served or how to present, etc.

Training on Disability Awareness (15/03/2009 ):
To be named “disabled people or people with
disabilities” seemed to be easy to reply, but how to ask
people using correct term is not easy at all. Or “women
with disabilities can list the visible and invisible barriers
that facing in their life, but how they can speak out to
community is a problem”. These basic skills were
provided to 15 potential women leaders.
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Training on Group Building & Meeting
Management Skills (22/03/2009):
Continue to train for 15 potential leaders, the objective
is to provide basic knowledge and skills of forming
group such as what sort of groups they already belong
to; what are the purposes of those groups? When they
form a group, what sort of group they would like to
design. Or to introduce the 5 stage model of group
development and group task / group process , or how to
arrange the meeting. These topics were raisen during
the training.

Training on Women with disabilities and HIV
(31/05/2009):
One common misconception is that disabled people are
not sexually active and therefore not at risk of being
infected. Another that substance abuse, sexual abuse
and violence, homosexuality and bisexuality do not
exist among disabled people.

DRD organized this training for 30 women with
disabilities on HIV/AIDS, the way for transmitted, and
how to protect, etc.

It was very interesting for them to discuss and know
how to protect themselves and others.
Training on Fund Raising skill (21/06/2009)
Raising fund is very important to keep the organization
alive, but what and how they can do that? 15 potential
leaders had an opportunity to discuss and plan about it.
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Training on “Introduction to abuse and harassment
and discrimination” (12/07/2009)
The purpose of this training is to enable women to
recognize abuse and to develop skills to protect
themselves. The training helped them to clarify the
differences between - Violence, discrimination and
abuse through their real sharing.

Training on “Assertion skills and protection from
Violence” (16/08/2009)
How to protect themselves when they got abuse,
discrimination. Body language and Communication
skills are very important that participants must practice
in this training through role plays. The participants also
practiced how to shout NO!,  HELP!, etc.

 Expected Outcomes

Expected outcomes for the 2 nd year (based on the proposal)

- Number of groups is formed by the trained potential leaders
- Number of increased members join these groups
- A network is established by these groups that will also connect with  groups in other

provinces and cities

Actual results to date:

 The numbers of groups were created by potential leaders: 3 groups including 2 available
groups and 1 newly group.

 The number of participants in group: 30 people
 The networking was opened in some DPOs of HCMC and provinces through activities as

below:
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o 11 trainings and meetings conducted for women with disabilities in Disabled Youth
Association, Club of Young People with Disabilities, and Disabled People
Organization in Xuan Loc – Dong Nai.

o 15 potential leaders can contribute their knowledge and skills to their organizations .

 Reflection

Although this is the small project, but the impact is not small. The feedback and evaluation of
WWDs prove that they are very confident and be able to creat e the strongly support group.
Women with disabilities from other organizations also have come to join in some interesting
topics.

We nearly finished the outcomes of the proposal but one big thing hasn’t been done that is a
collection of stories of WWDs who know how to access resources available to overcome their
lives due to some reasons:

+ Firstly, It took time to train for students to get information from (WWDs) women with
disabilities who access resources available because WWDs don’t know how to start to talk
about them even they have done many good things.

+ Secondly, the students spent time to understand the case studies and wrote following on
ABCD criteria

Although these stories will be published late compared to the proposal but the thing we gain is
to provide the knowledge on ABCD for students who are the authors as well as they have some
skills to communicate to WWDs and write a portrait.

Any way, we must finish and public these stories before Dec 3 rd (International day for people
with disabilities).

 Diversity

One interesting of this project is that the activities plan for women with disabilities but also
attract men with disabilities and students as volunteers especially social work students.

In addition, we know how to apply the asset – based approach with taking advantages of VSO
volunteers and DRD staff into skilled trainings.

 Website and Publications

We are willing to have our narrative report quoted on the Ford website, or in a publication,
please tick the box.
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DRD would like to thank the Ford Foundation for the confidence in and generous support which
help to build the capacity for women with disabilities in Vietnam so that they can overcome their
challenges that lie ahead them.

Respectfully submitted by: Certified by:

Vo Thi Hoang Yen Asst.Prof.Dr. Le Bao Lam
DRD Director  Rector,

HCMC Open University


